This annotated bibliography lists print and nonprint resources on educating students with emotional and/or behavioral disorders, with special emphasis on inclusive settings. Information provided for the 37 print resources includes bibliographic data, an abstract, and a source which is usually the ERIC (Educational Resources Information Center) system or commercial publishers. Materials available from the Council for Exceptional Children's Mini-Library on Behavioral Disorders and six videotape recordings on students with emotional/behavioral disorders are also briefly described. A list of publishers' addresses completes the bibliography. (DB)
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Educating children and youth who have emotional or behavioral disorders can be an area of special challenge for general and special educators alike. Identifying and understanding the special learning needs of a student who has such a disorder plays a critical part in designing an appropriate educational program for that student and in providing needed emotional and behavioral supports. Information on the many instructional practices and accommodations that have proven effective with students with emotional disturbances or behavioral disorders (ED/BD) can also help educators maximize these students’ academic, social, and behavioral success.

Fortunately for educators and students alike, there are many valuable resources available on the education of children and youth with ED/BD in both general and special education settings. We have listed and described a good number of these resources in this bibliography. While most do not focus exclusively on how to address the special needs of these students within a general education classroom, they do provide guidance on the nature of emotional and behavioral disturbances; how to set up a classroom environment that is conducive to order and student learning; and how to observe, gain an understanding of, and influence student behavior to the benefit of all those in the classroom. As such, these resources will be useful to general educators involved in including students with ED/BD. Having several of these resources in a departmental, professional, or school library would offer teachers and administrators a ready source of information about emotional and behavioral disorders.

We have emphasized resources that are written primarily for teachers, for these tend to be written with a teacher’s daily classroom reality in mind, as well as their need for practical, as opposed to heavily theoretical, information. While not exhaustive of the materials available, this bibliography can serve as a starting point for all those seeking answers, approaches, techniques, and understanding of the complex issues associated with educating children and youth with emotional or behavioral disorders.

Print Resources


Seventy-four students with behavioral disorders (BD) were interviewed to determine their perceptions of what skills general and BD teachers need. Students requested that teachers learn to be fair and respect students and to be sensitive to students’ feelings and develop counseling skills. Other themes dealt with personal qualities, instructional skills, behavior management, crisis management, and background knowledge. (ERIC: NB)


This guide defines the state-of-the-art in Wisconsin’s programming for students with emotional disturbance (ED). The guide begins with an overview of the ED
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assessment process, including screening, referral, multidisciplinary teams, eligibility criteria, and IEPs. A chapter on setting up service programs discusses facilities, scheduling, selecting materials, adapting and modifying materials and instruction, student records and confidentiality, communication, working with special education program aides, and stress management. Behavior management information and guidelines for effective education are presented.

A section on academic instruction outlines teaching strategies, use of time, strategies for grouping students, grades, supporting students in the general education environment, and career and vocational education/transition. A final chapter of miscellaneous items covers homebound students, disciplinary expulsion, and inclusion. Appendix A provides tips for teachers on dealing with 13 frequently encountered situations. (176 pages) (ERIC: MD)


This article describes a pilot project at an elementary school, which uses a cooperative teaching approach to integrate all special education and at-risk students, including students with behavioral problems, into general education settings. Key program components include teaming, collaboration, cooperative learning, joint ownership for student integration, effective teaching practices, and development of teacher skills in adapting and modifying the curriculum to meet student needs. (8 pages) (ERIC: DB)


This book addresses the question of whether we are really willing to educate all of our children, as opposed to isolating those students who are different or at risk, simplifying their curriculum, and lowering our expectations for their academic success. As its case in point, the book describes in detail one teacher, named Anne, and one educational institution who, together, seek a different way of educating even the most troubled children. The author, through videotaped observations of Anne's class and indepth interviews with her, reconstructs how Anne diagnoses and evaluates what is happening with each of the children in her classroom. The author explains how this evaluation leads to the curriculum and instructional strategies Anne then uses and the development of a "learning community" that is responsive to the needs and strengths of the children and what is needed for them to succeed as students. The author emphasizes the importance of learning "to think like a teacher" and uses Anne and her school as evidence that fine teaching can take place within the context of institutional support. The author rejects the behaviorist approach (e.g., control and management of behavior) that is so often used when teaching troubled students. (209 pages)


This resource (consisting of separate text and workbook) offers K-12 teachers a step-by-step approach for monitoring and correcting students who pose classroom problems. This tool includes checklists, guidelines, inventories, strategies, planning worksheets, and more to help teachers (a) identify why specific students misbehave and (b) develop customized behavior modification plans. This resource is intended to help teachers learn to build positive relationships, identify needs, set goals, foresee when problems will occur, gather support, and teach and reinforce appropriate behavior through a variety of effective strategies.


This guide describes classroom and school interventions intended to meet the needs of students with ED/BD and those at risk for developing these disabilities. The first section presents "classroom interventions," a compilation of 77 interventions which may be used in regular or self-contained classrooms. A brief description and sources of further information are given for each intervention.

Among the interventions described are: acceptance, active listening, aerobic exercise, anger management, art therapy, assertiveness training, behavior contracts, bibliotherapy, chaining, "Circle of Friends," classroom discipline plans, cooperative learning strategies, differential reinforcement of incompatible behaviors, direct instruction, discipline with dignity, early childhood interventions, functional analysis.
Developing cooperative learning behaviors in students with behavior disorders. *Preventing School Failure* 37(3), 5-10.

This article explains how cooperative learning behaviors can be taught systematically and directly to students with behavioral disorders using a four-step procedure in conjunction with an enhanced cooperative learning environment to encourage generalization. Application with five primary grade students is reported. (ERIC: DB)


This resource book focuses upon the emotional and behavioral difficulties (EBDs) that many children experience in middle childhood, which is defined roughly as the period between 7 and 11 years. The nature of these disorders is described and includes "externalized" behaviors (aggressiveness, disruptiveness, bullying) and/or "internalized" behaviors (timidity, inhibition, withdrawal). The book highlights the main findings of studies related to identifying, assessing, and treating these behavioral difficulties within the context of school. Published in England, the book looks primarily at the British educational context, although reference is made to the U.S. context as well.

Sections of the book address discovering and understanding EBDs in middle childhood, helping children with EBDs (how schools can help, how teachers can help, how parents and others can help), educating such children (integration into general education classrooms is specifically discussed), and specific behavioral difficulties (disruptive pupils: bullies and victims; and withdrawal, anxiety, and depression). While this book does not provide the detailed guidance that many classroom teachers need to work with students who have EBD, it does provide a substantial overview of these disorders and numerous case study examples. (230 pages)


This article reports on a study that extended behavior management techniques used with three students who had behavior problems to include choice making as part of the intervention. Results indicated that choice making — in this case, being able to choose between a variety of academic activities in English and spelling — served to heighten student engagement in the task selected and to reduce students' disruptive behavior. While the article presents detailed information about the study in classic researcher style, the study's implications are useful to those designing interventions for students with BD. Choice making, according to the authors, provides a contrast to the high degree of external control that is traditionally maintained in classrooms where students exhibit problem behavior, and it promotes student initiative and individualized curricular interventions for reducing behavior problems. (14 pages)


This book presents approaches to classroom management, which are intended to instill a joy for learning in students, as opposed to merely controlling...
their behavior. The first chapter addresses the limitations of traditional approaches to behavior management and how school reform can play a role in addressing the needs of learners and society. Chapter 2 discusses the research on positive, productive school climates and gives three examples of such schools. Chapter 3 presents the importance of family-school partnerships in our increasingly diverse society. The next chapter discusses how to structure the classroom to promote success (e.g., space, scheduling, tempo and pacing, keeping students engaged in learning). Chapter 5 outlines how teachers can promote positive behaviors in their students, while the subsequent chapter discusses how to reduce undesirable behaviors. Promoting social skills is the focus of Chapter 7, and involving the group is discussed in Chapter 8 (how to group students, types of teacher-facilitated/student-led work groups). Assessing the needs and behavior of children is then examined, including the referral process and common assessment tools.

Chapter 10 discusses the importance of — and techniques for — establishing student-teacher dialogue that leads to understanding and connection. Chapter 11 takes a hard look at crisis management. The final chapter discusses the balancing act that teachers face between helping self and helping others and gives suggestions to help teachers maintain their own sense of balance and health. (365 pages)


This article describes a process called functional assessment that educators can use to gain an improved understanding of a student’s challenging behaviors and establish a basis for individualized behavior management programming. As part of functional assessment, the teacher gathers information about the student’s behaviors and the classroom environment and then forms hypothesis statements about the purpose of the behavior and the way the behavior is associated with other events in the environment.

The article presents two key assumptions about the relationships between challenging behavior and a student's environment, then provides a definition of functional assessment and a step-by-step overview of how a teacher might collect information about the challenging behavior and develop hypothesis statements. The article concludes with a discussion and a chart of examples of how this information can be used to develop an effective intervention. (7 pages)


This book is written for undergraduate and graduate students who are being trained to teach students with behavior disorders, mild mental retardation, and learning disabilities. Because most of these students spend the major part of their day in general education classrooms, this book should be helpful to general education teachers as well. Part I provides an overview of special education (history, eligible disabilities, the IEP process, placement options) and of students with mild disabilities. More detailed information on the characteristics of these students (i.e., those with mild mental retardation, behavior disorders, or learning disabilities) is given in Part II. Mainstreaming is also discussed, as are learning and teaching (time variables; curriculum-based assessment; instructional models such as direct instruction, precision teaching, student-centered learning, learning strategies, and integrated teaching; learning styles; teacher communication skills; and testing and grading systems). Chapters on managing the classroom and building partnerships with families conclude this part. (416 pages)
special services. A checklist of questions and concerns— and an accompanying discussion of each — is provided to guide parents through the evaluation process. Development of the IEP is addressed in detail, with specific questions listed to help parents consider the many aspects of planning their child’s educational program.

The importance of knowing school policies and rules in regards to behavior and considering how these may affect the student in question are the subjects of one chapter. This chapter addresses behavior management plans, classroom management, common discipline practices, suspensions, expulsions, the U.S. Gun-Free Schools Act, and issues associated with considering a change of placement for the student based upon his or her behaviors.

Day treatment and residential placement are then briefly discussed, and parents are provided with a checklist of questions to consider to ensure that, if their child is placed in either type of program, he or she continues to receive an appropriate education.

Final chapters are devoted to examining adaptations and modifications that can be made for students who have emotional or behavior disorders, communicating with the school, evaluating the IEP plan, and resolving differences. (159 pages)


This book presents methods and techniques that elementary school teachers can use to address discipline problems in the classroom. Chapter 1 discusses how teachers can establish effective rules and routines, explaining their expectations and making their teaching exciting and interesting. Chapter 2 describes the general types of problems underlying disruptive behavior: physical problems, mental problems, psychological problems, problems of the generation gap, home-oriented problems, and school-oriented problems. Chapter 3 addresses methods of working with young students with problems and for developing rapport, treating children fairly, building a success pattern for each child, determining the child’s basic problem, and listening carefully. Chapter 4 gives guidance on securing the cooperation of parents.

Chapters 5-16 are devoted to the major types of troublesome children, how to understand them, cope with them in the classroom, and shape their behavior so that teaching and learning can take place. Some of the types include students with learning problems, hyperactivity, physical disability, or a serious emotional disturbance; students who tend to fight, who are underachievers or nonmotivated, or who are afraid of school; and those who are abused or who come from families disrupted by divorce or death.

The final chapter presents a self-analysis questionnaire to help teachers look objectively at themselves and the steps they have taken in working with the disruptive child (or children) in the class. (268 pages)


This book presents a phenomenological model based on clinical, educational, and research experience; the model favors “informed observation and description over labeling.” The book seeks to help
readers understand "the great heterogeneity of children with disappointing school performance" (p. 2), and describes 26 common, observable phenomena, grouping them according to particular educational themes. The themes are: weak attention controls, reduced remembering, chronic misunderstanding, deficient output, delayed skill acquisition, and poor adaptation. Within each description, the effects of children's strengths are also considered, and suggestions are given to help parents and teachers collaborate in managing these students. This model represents a different way of looking at children's needs and disability and is intended "to influence the way in which adults think about children struggling with difficult personal profiles of strength and weakness that they did not select" (p. 9). (325 pages)


This article presents strategies teachers can use to develop a pool of potential sensory reinforcers for behavior problems in students with learning disabilities, behavior disorders, mild or moderate mental retardation, or language delays. It also provides a step-by-step method for conducting ongoing reinforcer assessment, and suggests how the procedure can be modified for specific situations. (ERIC: DB)


This text serves as a reference book of practical and proven ideas for providing learning experiences suited to the background, age, intellectual capabilities, behaviors, and personality of each student with mild learning and behavior problems. This includes students who have learning disabilities, ADHD, behavioral disorders, conduct disorders, mild mental retardation, or traumatic brain injury. Guidance is given regarding assessment and evaluation of student progress; educational service delivery models; specific instructional methods, techniques, and materials for remedial, compensatory, tutorial, and strategies-oriented programs; vocational and transition training; social skills training; and computer and technology applications in the classroom. The book concludes with listings of commercially available curricular and instructional materials. (374 pages)


This article is one of many on inclusion in this issue of the journal, the entirety of which is devoted to the theme, "Inclusion of Troubled Children." The article specifically discusses several practical techniques that educators can employ to help make the inclusion of children with severe emotional and behavioral problems in general education classrooms a more positive experience for such children, the children's classmates, and the classroom teacher. Strategies include helping students to feel competent, have a sense of belonging, have a sense of power and autonomy, practice virtue and generosity, and experience fun and stimulation. (ERIC: MDI)


This resource is intended as a "how to" methods book for teachers of children who have emotional disorders. The authors purposefully provide only minimal discussion of the causes and theory behind the behavior of such children; they choose instead to focus the discussion primarily upon how to set up a classroom from day one and carry through with the interventions described on a daily basis. Chapter 2 presents the philosophical basis of the book, which is that love and empathy need to be the basic foundation of all classroom activity. The concept of teacher empathy as a fundamental element of the teaching process is discussed in Chapter 3, and a model of teacher empathy is presented with concrete examples to illustrate how the teacher's empathy can provide the teacher with insight into the problems of the students and, thus, assist them in developing their own insight.

Subsequent chapters address: organizing the environment to prepare students for learning; managing instruction in specific subjects (reading/writing, mathematics, science and social studies); responses to feelings and emotional well-being (specific instructions are given for such techniques as relaxation training, guided fantasy, interactive communication, role-playing, storytelling, and the life space interview); and the interpersonal qualities of teachers who work empathetically with students who have emotional disorders. (212 pages)

This book is designed to help general and special educators understand their roles in identifying and assisting students with emotional or behavior disorders. The book shows how diverse theoretical perspectives translate into classroom practice and explores the different forms of therapy and types of intervention currently used with ED/BD students.

First, an overview of emotional disturbance is given, followed by a chapter that describes the various theoretical models of emotional disturbance. A chapter is then devoted to examining the types of emotional problems that children and adolescents may have. This is followed by an overview of the identification process and of the types of services that may be provided to address the needs of these children.

The remainder of the book examines the various therapies and interventions to consider when students have emotional or behavioral problems. The therapies, which are discussed in separate chapters, include: behavioral therapy; cognitive therapy; educational therapy; phenomenological and existential therapies; ecological/milieu therapy; group therapy; play therapy; drama therapy; art, music, and dance therapy; and an overview of alternative therapies. (620 pages)


The entire issue of this journal addresses the subject of aggressive and violent students. Articles include addressing school violence as part of the school’s educational mission, developing an understanding of the origins of aggression, assessing aggressive behavior, incorporating contextual factors of challenging behaviors into effective intervention plans, effects of challenging behaviors on teacher instructional behavior, and preventing acts of aggression and violence in school-aged children and youth.


The term "neurobiological disorders" (NBD) is used to describe severe, chronic, "mental" illnesses that have a physical, neurochemical, or neuroanatomical basis. In recent years, the scientific community has documented a number of NBDs that are directly correlated with such disabilities as: autism and pervasive developmental disorders, obsessive-compulsive disorder, Tourette’s syndrome, bipolar and major depressive disorders, attention deficit hyperactivity disorder, anxiety disorders, and schizophrenia.

The first part of this book includes 13 chapters that describe and document scientific findings regarding the biological basis of NBD. These chapters discuss, one by one, the specific disabilities listed above, which may cause students to manifest emotional or behavioral difficulties. The second part of the book builds upon the scientific foundation laid in the first. The 7 chapters in this part address some of the ways in which the institutions in our society must translate the findings about NBD into reality-based actions to help children and adolescents who are having serious difficulties as a result of their NBD. While this book does not focus upon providing educators with strategies and guidance regarding inclusion of these students in general education classrooms, it will be helpful to those seeking to understand what has been learned scientifically about these disorders and to plan and provide appropriate educational and other services. (138 pages)


The primary goal of this book is “to examine the effect of racial, ethnic, and cultural factors on the process of identifying and serving students who may have emotional or behavioral disorders in school” (p. xiii). The authors believe that, with a more thorough understanding of the beliefs, practices, and values of diverse cultures and communities, educators can more appropriately intervene when children manifest behavior difficulties. To this end, symptom behaviors of aggression, depression, substance abuse, and juvenile delinquency are examined, as are race and ethnicity (African-American, Hispanic-American, Asian American, Native American, and European-American cultures are specifically addressed).

Also discussed are issues of families, religion, language, gender/sexual issues, immigration, rural vs. suburban settings, and gangs, all of which represent potentially important issues in understanding behavior and behavioral deviance. Ultimately, the book acknowledges the importance of diversity among students with behavioral disorders and stresses the need for educators to consider this very diversity when referring, identifying, planning, and intervening to change student behavior. (291 pages)

This book is written by a teacher of students with severe behavioral problems and is intended for fellow teachers. Practical suggestions for managing behaviors are provided, along with vignettes that illustrate the various classroom challenges of working with students who have behavior problems. Individual chapters look at: classroom climate (e.g., setting limits, safety, trust); scheduling; interventions (e.g., reinforcers, dealing with setbacks, touching); instructional focus (e.g., math, reading/science/social studies, spelling, language); dealing with challenges (including profanity); parent/teacher relations (including false accusations of teacher misconduct, lack of parental involvement, general guidelines for parent/teacher meetings); and personal notes. Appendices present a variety of sample worksheets, including lesson plan formats, progress charts, notes to aides or to parents, instructional games, and interventions. (106 pages)


This book is intended to enhance the professional development of preservice and inservice teachers who plan to work with (or who are already working with) students identified as having a behavioral disorder. Under the rubric of BD, various high incidence problem behaviors (hyperactivity, aggression, rule breaking/delinquency, and social withdrawal) and low incidence behaviors (autism, pervasive developmental disorder) are discussed. (440 pages)


This book is intended to provide readers with a broad knowledge of the principles of behavior and specific knowledge about how to apply those principles to the learning and adjustment needs of children with disabilities of learning and behavior.

Chapter 1 presents a brief history of behavior modification, while Chapter 2 provides an overview of the first step in the behavior modification process — defining and measuring the behavior targeted for change. Chapter 3 presents detailed guidance regarding functional assessment analysis of behavior. Chapter 4 looks at how to strengthen behavior through positive reinforcement and provides many examples of types of reinforcers and their effects.

Subsequent chapters discuss in practical terms such behavior principles and issues as: extinction of a specific behavior, decreasing behavior through positive reinforcement, stimulus control (how particular stimuli can affect behavior), change through modeling, punishment, self-management, and generalization and maintenance. Final chapters address designing a behavior change plan, implementing the plan, and the ethics of behavior modification. (396 pages)


This manual is intended to help educators and families address students' behavioral problems, so that students with ED/BD can be included successfully in general education classrooms. Chapter 1 is an introduction and uses vignettes to identify supports that students, educators, and families feel they need. Chapter 2 offers case studies on how to devise a support plan for students with challenging behavior. The third chapter focuses on establishing a collaborative team. It provides checklists for educators and families, identifies who should be on the team, and considers how such teams make decisions and solve problems. Chapter 4 considers the importance of getting to know the student and understanding the problem behavior's functions.

The fifth chapter offers suggestions for identifying student supports, including ways to facilitate students supporting each other and the effects of various teaching styles. The selection and teaching of replacement behaviors are discussed in the sixth chapter. Chapter 7 looks at the importance of appropriately responding to challenging behaviors, noting the effects of emotion, school discipline policies, and the need to neutralize a tense situation and refocus students. The final chapter focuses on specific ways to include students with challenging behaviors in regular class activities, monitor progress, and plan transitions. Attached is a list of 72 recommended resources. (106 pages) (ERIC: DB)
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This book is written to enhance educators' understanding of the nature, origins, and outcomes of antisocial behavior. Chapter 1 describes and defines antisocial behavior and conduct disorder, their causes and origins, and their outcomes. Chapter 2 provides procedural recommendations regarding effective school interventions, including the design and application of comprehensive, coordinated interventions applied early in a child's school career. Chapter 3 presents a conceptual model for the acting-out behavior cycle of antisocial students in the classroom. This cycle involves seven phases: calm, triggers, agitation, acceleration, peak, de-escalation, and recovery. Chapter 4 provides strategies for managing each phase of this cycle. Research findings and best practices in establishing a schoolwide discipline plan are discussed in Chapter 5.

The next several chapters (6-8) examine instructional issues: managing the classroom environment, teaching adaptive behavior patterns, and managing behavior on the playground. Chapters 9 and 10 address social skills: their importance, assessment, how to teach them, and generalization. Parent involvement in the schooling of antisocial students is the subject of Chapter 11. Chapter 12 presents seven case study applications of best practices with antisocial students. The final chapter looks at proactive strategies for dealing with school violence, gangs, and safety. (477 pages)


This book begins by explaining in detail the Teacher Behavior Continuum (TBC), the general categories of discipline techniques used by a teacher, which are placed along a continuum from minimum to maximum use of power. Later chapters explore various discipline models within the context of TBC. The discipline models discussed, each in a separate chapter, are: the Rogerian (emotionally supportive) model; the transactional analysis (TA) model; the social discipline model of Rudolf Dreikurs (Adlerian Theory); Glasser's Reality Therapy and Control Therapy; the Judicious Discipline model; the Behavior Analysis model; the Positive Discipline model; Assertive Discipline; the Dobson Love and Punishment model; and managing student violent assaults and breaking up fights. The strengths and limitations of each model are then examined to permit readers to reflect upon the models and their suggested methods.

The final chapter in the book discusses discipline and teaching as a developmental process and shows how beginning teachers might use one or two of the discipline models and their techniques, as well as how experienced teachers may create their own models by picking and choosing various techniques from among the models. (354 pages)


This book is about how teachers, counselors, and parents can teach children the techniques of behavioral self-control in order to improve their behavior and performance at school and at home. There are five types of behavioral self-control (BSC) that students can be taught to use: self-assessment, self-monitoring, self-reinforcement, self-guidance, and self-modeling. The book is organized around these five types of BSC and discusses why it is important to teach BSC and the principles and techniques associated with BSC. Four chapters are devoted to explaining in detail what each type of BSC is and how to teach children to use the technique to control their own behavior. (122 pages)


The stated purpose of this book is to prepare and train educators who will be teaching students who have emotional or behavioral problems. The book
examines intervention through case studies, activities, and examples, contains a great deal of information drawn from research and theory, with practical application of this information threaded throughout, and is divided into three units.

Unit 1 looks at administrative influences that must be considered when educating students with ED/BD. Conditions which may encourage or impede appropriate behavior are examined in Chapter 1, including school, teacher, and parent reactions to maladaptive behavior. Chapter 2 looks at aspects that are crucial to teaching students with ED/BD, particularly having a teaching philosophy and specific competencies. Chapter 3 presents information on the preassessment, referral, assessment, and placement procedures integral to special education. Chapters 4 and 5 look closely at the classroom environment.

Unit 2 examines the issue of moral development, including the possibility of teaching ED/BD students how to think about various conflicts and choose among the behavioral alternatives available. These students are felt to be in a position to solve their own conflicts through rational-emotive therapy (RET). Specific methods are given for applying RET as a classroom intervention. (465 pages)

Additional Print Resources


NASP Communiqué. A newsletter published eight times a year by the National Association of School Psychologists (NASP), often including pullout handouts about specific emotional or behavioral problems. Available from NASP. (See List of Publishers, page 11.)


Positive Practices. A quarterly publication dedicated to advancing positive practices in the field of challenging behavior. Available from the Institute for Applied Behavior Analysis. (See List of Publishers, page 11.)


Videos

Numerous videos are available on ED/BD and may help educators understand the needs and concerns of individuals who have these disorders, what the disorders involve, and effective means of addressing problematic behaviors and other issues that may arise inside or outside of the classroom. Availability information on the programs is given in their citation; the addresses and telephone numbers of distributors are provided under "Publishers" on pages 11 and 12.

Behavior Intervention Strategies

An in-depth look at practical strategies that can help regular and special classroom teachers change the behavior of their students. (Available from: National Training Network. Cost: $595.)

Discipline of Handicapped Students Video. 38 minutes

A legal challenges in special education tape by Reed Martin, J.D. (Available from: Learning Disabilities Association. Cost: $10 for rental.)

Positive Approaches to Solving Behavior Challenges

This 8-module video training package is designed to teach viewers a person-centered model for solving behavior challenges with nonadversive strategies. (Available from: Institute on Applied Behavior Analysis. Cost: Rental — $200; Purchase — $1250.)

Positive Behavioral Support: Get a Life! Video. 40 minutes

Describes positive behavioral support, its seven components, and the impact this approach made on
one family. (Available from: Beach Center on Families and Disability. Cost: $15.00.)

Self-Management Training Program: Teaching Individuals with Developmental Disabilities to Manage Their Disruptive Behavior

Video, 27 minutes; includes a Training Manual
Teaches how to teach those with developmental disabilities the appropriate and necessary behavioral skills used in daily life. Illustrates sessions where developmentally delayed individuals learn coping skills successfully. (Available from: Research Press. Order Numbers: Purchase: 2425; Rental: 2430; Purchase of additional training manual: 2431. Cost: Purchase — $365 + shipping; additional training manual: Rental — $55 for 3 days + shipping.)

Classroom Teacher's Role Video, 25 minutes
Focuses on factors that contribute to adolescent suicide, specific warning signals that a teacher should be sensitive to, and procedures for student referral. (Available from: Bureau for At Risk Youth. Cost: $59.95.)

---
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